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On July 10, President Carlos Menem warned demonstrators protesting the government's plan to
partially privatize education and demanding higher salaries for teachers, of potential infiltration
by foreign guerrilla organizations. He said that unless the demonstrators are careful, the history
of the Plaza de Mayo Mothers could repeat itself. The Plaza de Mayo Mothers organize protests
every Thursday, demanding the return of children and grandchildren who were disappeared
by government security forces during Argentina's "dirty war" (1976-1983). Menem called the
possibility of a terrorist resurgence a "latent danger throughout Latin America." He added, "For
this reason, I tell them to take care, that they protest and take advantage of their freedom, but
without exaggerating things because that is how these criminals [terrorists] try to take advantage
of this kind of action." When asked about the implicit threat in his remarks, Menem responded
that he was speaking hypothetically. He said, "People who forget their history are condemned
to repeat it and I don't want that to occur in Argentina...I'm advising parents to not be so quick
to send their children into the streets. They are more useful in school." During the past month
about 120,000 people participated in two demonstrations in Buenos Aires related to demands by
educators and supporters. (See NotiSur 07/14/92 for coverage of protests.) Menem's statement was
interpreted as a threat by opposition parties, teacher unions, student federations and human rights
organizations. Deputy Carlos Alvarez, a dissident member of the ruling Justicialista (Peronist) party,
called Menem's statement "an act of gratuitous and thoughtless aggression" playing on "the worst
nightmares of the past" by linking guerrilla movements with legitimate social protest. Defense
Minister Antonio Erman Gonzalez told reporters he fully supported Menem's statement. He said
the statement did not indicate the military would become involved in politics. He added that the
president "is trying to discourage [the protesters] from creating a situation that could be diverted
toward actions with ominous consequences." However, Gonzalez dismissed the suggestion that
conditions in Argentina could support a resurgence of guerrilla activity, although he admitted
that infiltration by foreign guerrilla movements is a possibility. He said there is no evidence of
such inflitration at present. On July 11 in an interview with Radio Mitre, Anti- narcotics Secretary
Alberto Lestelle said an outbreak of political violence caused by the infiltration of Latin American
and European guerrillas could occur in Argentina. Lestelle referred to the situation in Colombia
and Peru, where rebels have cooperated with drug producers and traffickers. Lestelle added that
he supported Menem's warning about subversive inflitration of student demonstrations. On July
12, Justice Minister Leon Arslanian asserted that no subversive groups are currently operating in
Argentina. He said President Menem had probably received false information from intelligence
reports on the presence of "militants or sympathizers of the Peruvian Sendero Luminoso guerilla
group in northern Argentina." On July 17, demonstrators marched through downtown Buenos Aires
to protest Menem's statement. [Sources: Spanish news service EFE, 07/10/92; Agence France-Presse,
07/10-12/92; Prensa Latina (Cuba), 07/17/92]
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